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Chip an Dale   Plutos   brown   Peanuts   Private   Ahoy Chips   black   red   Goofys   Rights   Donald 
Duck   Public   Rescue Rangers   Gadget   Nothing   Monterey Jack   Chips Ahoy   Gidget   gap   Chip   
monster   Dale   Clarice   Norway   Dolores   Fezziwigs   Turkey   Dragon   bicycle   Tip Top   vacation   
Chicken   holiday   Black Pete   Zip Zap   Mickey   France   popcorn   Rules   Best Cartoon   Treehouse   

★ Supposedly, the chipmunks were named after an 18th century London furniture designer, Thomas 
___________. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



Across
1. Whom do Chip an' Dale help to capture in their 

Old West-themed animated short, "The Lone 
Chipmunks?" (2 words)

5. Chip & Dale's second cartoon again pitted them 
against Pluto in the 1946 short, "Squatter's 
______."

6. In their television series, in order to reflect their 
personality differences, ____ wears a Hawaiian 
shirt.

7. Another character created specifically for the 
show in #25 Across was the adventurous 
Australian mouse, ________ ____.

8. Normally, Chip's nose is what color?
10. The mischevious chipmunks were created as 

foils for what famous Disney character?
12. Chip & Dale appeared in a cartoon for the last 

time in the 1956 short, "_____ ____," in which 
they make off with Donald's ship in a bottle.

13. What was the name of the beautiful nightclub 
singer at the Acorn Club who gets the attention 
of both Chip and Dale in the 1952 cartoon, "Two 
Chips and a Miss?"

15. One subtle difference in the two chipmunk's 
appearance is the ___ between Dale's two 
teeth. 

17. Normally, Dale's nose is what color?
19. The chipmunks make a brief appearance in the 

1983 featurette "Mickey's Christmas Carol," 
where they are seen dancing to the music inside 
_________.

20. Although this 1951 short was named "Corn 
Chips," Chip & Dale were actually after Donald's 
_______.

22. In whose tree did Chip & Dale make themselves 
right at home in the 1952 cartoon, "_____'_ 
Christmas Tree"?

24. What does Chip & Dale mistake Donald's steam 
shovel for in the 1954 short, "______ Around?"

25. In 1989, the lovable pair became the title 
characters in a new TV animated series, "Chip 
'n Dale ______ _______."

26. Chip & Dale could be seen at the Magic 
Kingdom prior to "Magic Journeys" in what 1953 
3-D cartoon? ("Working for _______")

27. The animated short in #14 Down was nominated 
for an Academy Award in what category? (2 
words)

Down
2. In Mickey's Toontown at Disneyland Park, you 

can find "Chip 'n' 'Dale's _________."
3. Chip & Dale cause Donald grief as he tries to 

deliver a present on his _______ to Daisy's 
house in "Crazy Over Daisy."

4. In the 1950 short, "Trailer Horn," the two 
chipmunks make life miserable for Donald while 
on ________.

9. Which animated short was the first of three Chip 
an' Dale Cartoons released in 1951? ("_______ 
in the Rough")

11. In their television series, in order to reflect their 
personality differences, ____ wears a leather 
jacket and fedora.

14. In what 1947 cartoon were Chip & Dale first 
referred to by those names? (____ __' ____)

16. What are the names of Chip & Dale's two 
nephews, who have only appeared in comic 
books? (2 names)

18. In the #26 Across cartoon, what is the name of 
the elephant that competes with Chip & Dale for 
their favorite food?

19. Chip & Dale are known as Tic and Tac in what 
country?

21. Chip & Dale first appeared unnamed in the 1943 
short, "_______ Pluto."

23. One of the new characters created for the show 
in #25 Across included a female mouse inventor, 
______ Hackwrench.


